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Abstract. Code injection attacks are considered serious threats to the Internet
users. In this type of attack the attacker injects malicious codes in the user
programs to change or divert the execution flows. In this paper we explore the
contemporary defence strategies against code injection attacks (CIAs) and under‐
line their limitations. To overcome these limitations, we suggest a number of
countermeasure mechanisms for protecting from CIAs. Our key idea relies on the
multiplexing technique to preserve the exact return code to ensure the integrity
of program execution trace of shell code. This technique also maintains a FIFO
(first in first out) queue to defeat the conflict state when multiple caller method
makes a call simultaneously. Finally, our technique can provide better perform‐
ance, in terms of protection and speed, in some point compared to the CFI (control
flow integrity) as well as CPM (code pointer masking) techniques.
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1 Introduction

Code injection attack is a malicious activity where a malware code placed by hacker in
the memory of a system either to cause damage on the system, spy on the user, or to
steal user’s information. An attacker tries to take the control of the program flow using
code injection attacks by changing the return address of shell code. An example of code
injection attacks is the stack-based buffer overflow, which overwrites the return address.
In addition, more advanced techniques are exist such as indirect pointer overwrites, and
heap-based buffer overflows, where a code pointer can be overwritten to divert the
execution control to the attacker’s shell code. According to National Institute of Stand‐
ards and Technology (NIST 2013) [1], code injection attack represents a high priority
of all types of vulnerabilities and that must be mitigated. According to (NIST) (9.86 %
of attacks is buffer over flow) came after SQL injection attacks and XSS attacks (16.54 %
of attack, 14.37 % of attack) respectively [1].

There are many countermeasures techniques are available against code injection
attacks but each has limitations. Below, we describe them briefly:

1. StackGuard: In this technique a canary secret value is placed between the buffer and
the return address. Thus when an intruder tries to change the return address in the
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victim program StackGuard detects these changes. As the canary value is random
32-bit wide then it is very hard for an attacker to guess the value of the canary. The
canary value is usually chosen at the time when program starts. There are four types
of canaries that have been used: Random Canary, Random XOR Canary, Null
Canary, Terminator Canary [9, 11, 14].
The limitation of StackGuard is that this technique does not work well when indirect
pointer overwrite attacks occurred. In this type of attack the attacker overwrites an
unprotected pointer and then inserts a value in the stack. Whenever, the application
changes the pointer and overwrites the value with the integer, the attacker writes a
random value in any location in the memory by manipulating the pointer and the
integer. Thus, the attacker can write any value over the return address of the stack.
Moreover, StackGuard technique is incompatible with Linux kernel [4, 8, 11].

2. Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR): This technique is used to protect the
system from buffer over flow attacks. It works by randomizing the base address of
structures such as the heap, stack, and libraries, making it hard for an attacker to find
injected shell code in memory of the system. Also if an attacker succeeds in over‐
writing a code pointer, the attacker does not know where to point it [10]. Windows
Vista provides Address Space Layout Randomization as a basis on a per image, so
any executable image which have a PE header, such as (.dll or .exe) can be used in
Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR) [13].
Limitation of the Address Space Layout Randomization countermeasure is that an
attacker may use a new technique called heap-spraying, in this technique an attacker
fills the heaps with many copies of the malicious shell code, and then jumps any
location in the memory, this operation gives a good probability to an attacker that
he will access to his shell code in memory [4]. However Address Space Layout
Randomization is not effective against exploit code for single flaw, and for brute
force attack [12].

3. Memory Management Unit Access Control Lists (MMU ACLs): it allows applica‐
tions to mark memory pages as non-executable memory, and supported by Control
Processing Units (CPUs). In this technique, memory semantic consists of three
components: the first component separates readable and writable pages, the second
component makes stack, heap, anonymous mapping, and mark memory pages as
non-executable memory, the third one is enforcing ACL (Access Control List, which
is a set of data that informs the operating system (OS) about permissions, access
rights, and privileges (read, write, and execute) for users in the computer system
object [15]), which control the operation of converting the non-executable memory
to executable memory and vice versa or denying the conversion [1, 14].
However, the MMU ACLs are not supported by some processors, as the technique
breaks applications which expect the heap or stack to be executable. It is possible that
an attacker injects a crafted fake stack, then an application will unwind the fake stack
instead of the original calling stack, the attacker then directs the processor to arbitrary
function in program code or library, and it is also possible that the attacker marks the
memory where he injected his shell code as executable and jumping to it [1].

4. StackShield: it is developed from StackGuard to protect against stack smashing attacks,
and exploitation of stack based buffer overflows. This technique applies a random
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secret canary value. This technique is comparatively better, however it cannot protect
against indirect pointer overwriting attacks [8, 17].

5. Control Flow Integrity (CFI): This technique provides a good guarantee against code
injection attacks, it determines control flow graph for every program, and to each
control flow destination of a control flow transfer it gives a unique ID. The CFI will
know if there are code injection attacks by comparing the destination ID with
expected ID before transferring the control flow to destination, if they are not equal,
the application will kill. Otherwise the program will proceed as normal.
In comparison with other countermeasures CFI is considered very slow [2, 4].

6. CPM (masking code pointers) is a countermeasure against code injection attacks,
CPM does not detect memory corruption or prevent overwriting code pointer, but it
is hard for an attacker to make a successful code injection attack. It provides a mask
to every return addresses and function pointer of the program and masks the global
offset table, the masking operation relies on logic operation such as OR, AND oper‐
ations to prevent code injection in the memory of the system [1]. The limitation of
CPM (masking code pointers) is that it does not give a good guarantee of protection
against code injection attacks.

Our key idea relies on the multiplexing technique to preserve the exact return code
to ensure the integrity of program execution trace of shell code. This technique also
maintains a FIFO (first in first out) queue to defeat the conflict state when multiple caller
method makes a call simultaneously.

To alleviate the aforementioned problems with the existing countermeasures, we
propose a technique which relies on the multiplexer idea. To preserve the exact return
code to ensure the integrity of program execution trace of shell code. As each method
has a particular ID, using the multiplexer method an attacker will not be able to divert
the return address to the attacker’s shell code. This technique also maintains a FIFO
(first in first out) queue to defeat the conflict state when multiple caller method makes
a call simultaneously. The proposed technique has some similarity with the CFI;
however it improves the main problem of the CFI, which is being slow.

The rest of paper is organized as follows: The next section provides related work.
Section 3 illustrates the idea of our approach. Section 4 provides complexity analysis
between CFI methodology and multiplexer methodology, and between CPM method‐
ology and Counter methodology. Finally, the paper is concluded in Sect. 5.

2 Related Work

According to [3] the authors presented a design of MoCFI (Mobile CFI) and implemented
a framework of Smartphone platforms, the standard platform that they focused is ARM
architecture. The ARM architecture is standard platform of smartphones. It prevents control
flow attacks by using control flow integrity (CFI) method. In the paper authors showed the
enforcement of CFI that applied on the ARM platform, and implemented CFI framework
for Apple iOS. The result showed that the application mitigates Control Flow Attacks. The
limitation of MoCFI is that it can only applicable in mobile phone applications.

In [4] authors presented a CPM countermeasure against code injection attacks which
does not depend on secret value (stack canaries), but relies on masking the return address
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functions, masking function pointer, and masking global offset table. However it gave
a good protection against code injection attacks but there are some scope for an attacker
to success his attack, therefore it does not give a full protection against code injection
attacks.

Lee et al. [5] presented secure return address stack (SRAS) which is hardware-based
to prevent code injection attacks by verifying modification of return address. To apply
this methodology needs low cost modification of the processor and operating system
(OS), the hardware protection can be applied to executable code and new program. The
impact of performance of the applications using this hardware-based is negligible, it
does not impact on performance of return instructions and procedure call. However
SRAS requires a hardware modification that some time hard to apply because of compat‐
ibility with the processor and operating system (OS) of the system.

Zhang et al. [6] presented a new protection method called Compact Control Flow
Integrity and Randomization (CCFIR), to solve the limitation of CFI by collecting all
targets of indirect control transfers instructions in a section called “Springboard” in a
random order. By using “Springboard” section CCFIR will ensure indirect transfers
easier than CFI. Result showed that CCFIR eliminate control flow attacks such as return-
into-libc and ROP, but this technique still use the same approach of CFI.

In [7] Xia et al. presented a system called CFIMon, which is the first system can
detect a control flow attacks without any changes to applications (binary code or source)
and it does not require any special hardware. It works by collecting legal control flow
transfers and uses branch tracing store mechanism to analyse runtime traces, and detects
the code injection attacks. The CFIMon uses two phases: offline phase which builds a
set of target addresses for every branch instruction, and online phase that applied a
number of rules to diagnoses possible attacks. The limitation of CFIMon is that it gives
a false alarm (false positive or false negative) when detecting code injection attacks.

The motivation of our work is to improve CFI speed by applying a multiplexer to
divert every return addresses to its address memory locations, and overcome problem
with CPM which did not give a complete guarantee to protect against code injection
attacks by using a counter of one’s in return addresses. Our approaches addresses these
issues and have a significant countermeasures to protect against code injection attacks.

3 Our Proposed Approaches

In this section, we propose two different approaches to protect the code injection attacks.
The first approach is a multiplexer application approach, which can protect the return
address of each legitimate method, residing in a non-writable memory location. In our
second approach we apply a matrix to keep the number of 1s of the return addresses of
each legitimate method, and later we compare it with the calling method for similarity
testing. The following subsections describe our approaches in details.

Multiplexer approach:
In this approach we apply a software module called MUX_App and every method in

the system must call the MUX_App to get its return address. Each legitimate method is
provided with a unique ID and will have its own return address. Our assumption is to
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keep MUX_App in a memory location which is non-writable. As a result the MUX_App
remains protected from the attackers to divert the program execution (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Multiplexer with the return address of the method

We provided a queue (first-in first-out) to the multiplexer application to manage
calling operations to prevent multiple calls for the multiplexer application in the same
time. Therefore it will give a protection from code injection attacks and will improve
speed significantly compare to CFI technique.

Figure 2 shows the assembly code for the CFI method. Note that, the code contains
a comparison operation (cmp [ecx], 12345678h), which make the CFI method slower
compared to the proposed multiplexer approach.

Fig. 2. CFI low-level language code [2]
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The policy of our methodology is that the software execution must follow a path of
Control Flow Graph (CFG) which determined ahead of time as shown in Fig. 3. The
definition of Control Flow Graph (CFG) is a representation using graph notation, of all
paths that might be traversed through a program during its execution. The CFG can be
defined by analysing source code, or execution profile [2, 16]. Our methodology based
on CFG; its enforcement can be implemented in software as shown in Fig. 3. It is very
close to CFI in execution, it works by preventing an attacker divert code execution, by
diverting to a static return addresses using a multiplexer for every return addresses and
every static application program. Therefore attackers cannot divert the code execution
to their shell code as shown in Fig. 4. The figure shows that an attacker tried to divert
the execution method M1 by calling it from an attacker’s method M2, but when method
M1 calling the multiplexer to get its return address then an attacker will fail because the
multiplexer will give the right return address of M1 to method M1.

The difference between our methodology with CFI, is that our methodology is faster
because it diverts the return address methods immediately by using a multiplexer’s
application that contains a static return addresses for every application’s methods, but
the CFI is working by comparing the ID of the destination with expected ID, and if they
are not equal, the program will be killed, but if they are equal the program proceeds as
normal as shown in Fig. 2. The comparing operation takes a longer time than our meth‐
odology [1].

Figure 5 illustrates how the attacker can successfully inject shell code in process.

Fig. 3. CFG control flow graph
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Fig. 4. An attacker tries to divert the execution to his shell code

Fig. 5. Explaining for example 1
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Example 1:
Consider two caller methods M1 and M2 and a call method M. During the compilation

the system knows the return addresses of M say 0 × 0B3F (0000101100111111) for method
M1, and 0 × 0A99 (0000101010011001) for method M2. The mask can be calculated by
performing bitwise logical OR operations of the two return addresses. Therefore, the final
mask is calculated as 0 × 0BBF (0000101110111111). As a result, bitwise logical AND
operation between the final mask and a return address produces the same return address.
On the other hand, an invalid return address does not produce the same return address after
AND operation with the final mask. This is a basic technique to identify incorrect/mali‐
cious return address, as proposed in [1].

However, this technique fails to protect the system all the time. For instance, assume
a malicious method M3 calls the method M. Assume the return address of M3 is
0001101100111111. In this case, the bitwise logical AND operation
0000101110111111 && 0001101100111111 does not produce 0001101100111111.
Therefore, the method M3 will be detected as malicious method. On the other hand,
consider another malicious method M4 for which the return address is
0000100000111111. Performing a logical bitwise AND operation between the final
mask and the return address does produce the correct return address
0000100000111111&&0000101110111111 = 0000100000111111. Therefore, the
method M4 increases the false negative instance.

Counter Matrix:
To improve the possibility to identify a malicious method, our proposed solution

uses the same masking technique [1] after an additional phase, called Counter Matrix,
of counting 1s of the return addresses. In this bit counting “process numbers of one’s
(1’s) are counted and compare with that of the return address as shown in the following
algorithm.

For example, the return addresses of M1, M2 have 6 and 10 one-bits respectively.
Therefore M4, M5 could not call M3 because the number of one’s is 7, 3 respectively
and the operation process will kill.

After counting operation if the code injection attack is not detected, then a mask oper‐
ation will be done by using OR operation with return addresses methods that is M3, then
AND operation will conduct with every return address methods of M3, therefore our
method will improve the time. Because it - kills the operation if the counting operation
detect differences in count of one’s for each method, and it will ensure security. The
security is enhanced because the masking operation (CPM) is conducted after counting
operation. However if still there is a small space for the attacker to pass his attack then it
will fail because we use two techniques together (Counter of One’s technique and CPM
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technique). Therefore, it is not needed more time in execution if the first technique
(Counter of One’s technique) detects an attack operation it will kill the operation of
method without executing second technique (CPM technique). Here we preview example
2 with its Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Explaining for example 2

Consider a method M which is being called by two other methods M1 and M2. The
mask of M is calculated by performing logical bitwise OR operation of the return
addresses of M1 and M2.

Thus, Masking M = 10101000 OR 10011000 = 10111000.
We consider a method M3, which contains malicious code and this method wants to

call the M.
Therefore when AND operation conducted with the return address of M3 (11011011)

with the making code 10111000, we will not get the same return address value of M3
(11011011), thus the attacker cannot continue his attacks, and he cannot divert the return
address of method M into his shell code in memory and cannot execute it because the
application will kill. In the same Fig. 6 illustrate a preview example of masking failure,
Consider M4 as a malicious code that want to call the method M.

The AND operation of the return address of M4 with the mask of M, the result will
be the same value of the return address of M4, so the application will continue.
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Therefore if we apply our technique in this problem it will count the numbers of 1’s
for every return addresses that has called method M. In this example its 3 (1’s), and the
return address of M4 is 4, and for M3 is 6.

By applying this technique the application will kill, because the number of (1’s) of
M3 and M4 are not equal with 3 (1’s).

Figure 7 shows our propose algorithm of multiplexer methodology with its time
execution.

Fig. 7. Algorithm of multiplexer methodology with its time execution

The total execution time for multiplexer methodology is equal
O(1) + O(1) + O(1) + O(1) + O(1) => O(1) as shown in Fig. 7. Our algorithm of counter
methodology with its time execution is illustrated in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. Algorithm of counter methodology with its time execution

The execution time for counter methodology according to Fig. 8 is
O(N) + O(N) + O(1) + O(1) + …. + O(1) = O(2 N). Figure 9 shows an assembly code for
counter methodology.
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Fig. 9. An assembly code for counter methodology [19]

Figure 9 also shows the implementation of the countermeasure technique, which
requires 21 assembly instructions. Although the implementation of the proposed tech‐
nique requires few extra instructions, the proposed technique detects more anomalies
than the CPM technique. This is because the proposed technique uses parity checking
in addition to the masking technique.

Figure 10 shows use of C code for quicksort algorithm to illustrate our multiplexer
methodology; we preview the following C function, this function code return the median
value of an array of integers [18].

Fig. 10. Quicksort algorithm [18]

The time complexity of quicksort algorithm is O (N*log N) [20]. In Figs. 11, 12 and
13 show assembly codes of quicksort algorithm, quicksort with CFI, and quicksort with
our multiplexer technique respectively.
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Fig. 11. Quicksort assembly code [18]

The Qsort algorithm code is vulnerable as shown in Fig. 11. Figure 12 shows the
assembly code of Qsort with CFI. If an attacker overwrites the comparison function cmp
before it is passed to Qsort, an attacker can exploits this point to divert the execution to
his shell code when the Qsort method calls the corrupted comparison function cmp. This
has been labelled as X in Figs. 11, 12, and 13.

The Qsort with CFI assembly code in Fig. 12 includes ID checks before call instruc‐
tions, therefore CFI methodology will prevent the exploiting Qsort code from an
attacker, because of the ID checks will happen before call instructions and this prevents
any exploitation in calling instructions in the code.

In Fig. 13 shows Qsort with multiplexer methodology that will protect from an attacker
exploiting because when call function has happened, an attacker has changed the return
address of method. Therefore, next instruction is to get the return address from a multi‐
plexer (prefetchnta [AABCCDEEh]: line 5 in Fig. 13) which means to go to this location
in memory to get the return address of the method. As a result incorporating multiplexer
technique is able to protect from attacking such as CFI methodology, but also improves
execution time [18].
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Fig. 12. Quicksort assembly code with CFI [18]

Fig. 13. Quicksort assembly code with multiplexer methodology [18]
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4 Complexity Analysis Between CFI, Multiplexer Methodologies
and CPM, Countermeasure Methodologies

It also shows in Figs. 12 and 13 that our multiplexer methodology requires only 11 lines
of code instead of 12 lines of code used in CFI for implementation, which is an evidence
of improving execution time. Table 1 shows a complexity analysis between our method,
CFI and CPM. Our method gives better results compare to other methods.

Table 1. Complexity analysis between CFI, Multiplexer methodologies and CPM, Counter‐
measure methodologies

Execution time Security Lines of code

CFI O(n) No vulnerability 15 lines of code* (N time)

Multiplexer O(1) No vulnerability 11 lines of code* (N time)

CPM NA Good protection NA

Counter O(2n), or O(2n) + CPM
execution time

It uses 2 approaches
together (Counter‐
measure + CPM)

21 + CPM’s line of code

5 Conclusion

In this paper we propose two approaches to defence against code injection attacks. One
of the approaches augments ‘1’ bit counting technique to modify the Masking Code
Pointer (CPM) [1]. The augmentation technique improves the probability of identifying
malicious code compared to CPM. The proposed technique provides more protection
without introducing time complexity.

The second methodology relies on the multiplexer technique, which is based on the
Control Flow Integrity (CFI) however performs faster than the CFI technique. The time
complexity of the proposed multiplexer technique is O(n) compared to the time
complexity of the CFI which is O(2n).

In our future work, we will apply our counter technique and multiplexer technique
using a Linux environment and SPEC CPU2006 Integer benchmarks.
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